The Board met beginning of the quarter, October 8th.

The Board has reviewed its membership information for accuracy. Two open positions (Division of Student Affairs and Professional Consultative Services) were filled mid-quarter.

The wide range of member representation combined with furlough created extreme difficulties.

The Academic Programs web site link to the Fairness Board Description and Procedures was updated.

Student contacts included:

1. Grade Dispute
   The Board is currently reviewing a grievance. The furlough issue has severely impacted the process. Case under review.

2. Grade Dispute
   The Board is currently reviewing a grievance. The furlough issue has severely impacted the process. Case under review.

3. Grade Dispute
   Student met with Fairness Board Chair and chose not to pursue Case dismissed.

4. Grade Dispute
   Student made contact (via phone) with the Board on Dec. 16, 2009. Case to be carried over to Winter.

5. Program Transfer to Another University
   Student made contact but is studying off campus this quarter. The student took a course C/NC two years ago, however the course, with a grade, is required for transfer to another program (university). The student would like to take the course for a grade, but Univ. policy does not permit Case to be carried over to Winter.

   end